Introduction
============

Work from several laboratories over the past 10--15 yr has revealed several principles for genome organization, which appear to apply in a wide range of species. First is the organization of interphase chromosomes into spatially distinct chromosome territories ([@bib16]; [@bib17]). The overall compaction level and intranuclear location varies as a function of gene density for both entire chromosomes ([@bib18]) and specific chromosomal regions ([@bib34]; [@bib30]). Generally decreased compaction and a more interior location within the nucleus is observed with increased gene density, although an interesting inversion of this differential localization has recently been described for retinal cells in the eyes of nocturnal mammals ([@bib45]).

Second, although transcription occurs throughout the chromosome territory, some genes appear to be preferentially localized toward the chromosome territory periphery ([@bib31]; [@bib19]; [@bib38]). More generally, transcriptionally active sites within chromosome territories have been reported to localize to the periphery of chromatin subdomains within chromosome territories or to less condensed regions lying between these more condensed subdomains ([@bib50]; [@bib14]; [@bib49]; [@bib35]). In mammals, genes that escape X chromosome inactivation are reported to localize at the periphery or loop out from a DAPI-dense Barr body enriched in repetitive sequences and coated with Xist RNA ([@bib12]; [@bib13]). Third, for highly expressed genes or gene-rich chromosomal regions, extension of these regions within several megabase pair loops well outside the chromosome territory occurs in a significant fraction of cells ([@bib51]; [@bib34]; [@bib10]). Fourth, this looping outwards from the chromosome territory may be related to the observed association of active genes with "transcription factories," nuclear regions enriched in RNA polymerase II ([@bib39]), and/or nuclear speckles ([@bib8]; [@bib27]).

Work aimed at understanding the molecular basis for these phenomena has been difficult because they involve the folding and intranuclear positioning of megabase pairs or larger chromosomal regions. A reductionist approach, although technically challenging, is therefore warranted. Toward this end, we recently demonstrated the use of multicopy insertions of large bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) transgenes containing 130--220 kbp of mouse or human genomic regions for visualizing the large-scale chromatin folding of inducible genes in CHO cells ([@bib27]). These 1--3 Mbp engineered chromosome regions not only folded into large-scale chromatin structures resembling surrounding euchromatic chromosome regions but also showed a gene-specific localization to nuclear speckles after transcriptional induction.

In this study, we extend this experimental approach to create engineered chromosome regions tens to hundreds of megabase pairs in size formed entirely by tandem arrays of specific, ∼200 kbp gene loci. We apply this approach to compare and contrast the folding of the α-globin, β-globin, and *Dhfr* gene loci in undifferentiated mouse embryonic stem (ES) cells versus ES cell--derived fibroblasts and erythroblasts. We show that several of the aforementioned properties of genome architecture are recapitulated in the self-assembly of these engineered chromosome regions. We also demonstrate a dramatic plasticity of large-scale chromatin structure, varying as a function of cell differentiation, with linear interphase configurations formed from nonlinearly compacted, topologically complex, looping architectures.

Results
=======

Experimental approach
---------------------

Previous work in CHO cells analyzed the folding of large transgenes engineered from BACs encompassing three inducible loci, *Dhfr*, Hsp70, and MT, that were retrofitted by insertion of a 256-mer lac operator (LacO) repeat ([@bib27]). These BAC transgenes assembled into apparently linear large-scale chromatin fibers with mean linear compaction ratios of ∼1,000:1 and ∼330:1 for the transcriptionally uninduced and induced states, respectively, well above the ∼40-fold linear compaction ratio of 30-nm chromatin fibers. The number of GFP foci was two- to fourfold lower than the estimated number of integrated BAC copies, which was interpreted as a result of variable compaction along the large-scale chromatin fiber.

In this study, we followed a similar approach to examine changes in large-scale chromatin structure accompanying cell differentiation. We chose two well-studied developmentally regulated gene loci, the human α- and β-globin gene clusters, and the housekeeping mouse *Dhfr* locus, which is active in proliferating cells ([Fig. 1 A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The β-globin BAC is transcriptionally silent in nonerythroid cells, whereas the α-globin BAC contains several active, housekeeping genes. Differential behavior of α-globin versus β-globin regulatory sequences may be related to their different chromosome environments ([@bib15]; [@bib7]). The third BAC contains the mouse *Dhfr* locus and *Msh3* genes expressed from a single divergent promoter in proliferating cells.

![**Construction and initial characterization of BAC transgenes.** (A) BAC diagrams show positions of genes, regulatory elements, transposons with LacO arrays, vector sequences, and FISH probes (red, active genes; light blue, genes inactive in ES cells). (B) Deconvolved optical sections of EGFP-LacI signals (green) counterstained with DAPI (red) in different transgenic ES cell lines. (C) Deconvolved optical sections of EGFP-LacI (green), anti--nuclear pore immunostaining (red), and DAPI DNA staining (blue). Histograms of the shortest distances between EGFP-LacI spots and the nuclear periphery for one clone of each BAC type. Bars, 2 µm.](JCB_200912167R_RGB_Fig1){#fig1}

BACs with LacO arrays inserted away from the α- and β-globin and *Dhfr* genes and known regulatory sequences ([Fig. 1 A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) were linearized before transfection. Stable ES clones were initially screened for the presence of LacO sequences by transient expression of an EGFP-dimeric LacI nuclear localization sequence fusion protein (EGFP-LacI; [@bib40]). In further experiments, we used the EGFP-LacI lentivirus construct FULGW to transduce ES and differentiated cells, producing lines in which up to 90% of cells expressed EGFP-LacI.

Initial characterization of transgenic cell lines
-------------------------------------------------

Signal configurations produced by EGFP-LacI binding to LacO arrays included single spots, clusters of spots, or extended curvilinear strings of spots ([Fig. 1 B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) in different ES cell clones, similar to those observed for multicopy BAC insertions in CHO cells ([@bib27]).

Interestingly, the intranuclear localization of the β-globin BAC transgene reproduced the extreme peripheral localization of the endogenous β-globin locus in undifferentiated mouse ES cells ([@bib25]). In ES clones containing β-globin BACs, the EGFP signal partially overlapped nuclear pore staining in \>50% of cells. This peripheral localization was specific to the β-globin BAC ([Fig. 1 C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. S1](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200912167/DC1); and [Table I](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Size, expression characteristics, and nuclear position of BAC transgenes in ES cells

  BAC clone       Insert copy number/size estimate   Expression relative to the endogenous locus[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   Cells with LacI signal touching the nuclear periphery   Mean/median distance of LacI signal from nuclear periphery
  --------------- ---------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------
                                                     *%*                                                                            *%*                                                     *µm*
  *β-Globin* 2b   893 (205 Mb)                       NA                                                                             84 (*n* = 32)                                           0.053/0.00
  *β-Globin* 8d   158 (36.3 Mb)                      NA                                                                             78 (*n* = 27)                                           0.075/0.00
  *β-Globin* 3f   54 (12.4 Mb)                       NA                                                                             52 (*n* = 27)                                           0.101/0.00
  *α-Globin* 1c   609 (115 Mb)                       11.8                                                                           16 (*n* = 25)                                           0.34/0.35
  *α-Globin* 7d   105 (20 Mb)                        6.6                                                                            26 (*n* = 23)                                           0.323/0.312
  *α-Globin* 5c   56 (12.5 Mb)                       7.3                                                                            4 (*n* = 23)                                            0.58/0.485
  *Dhfr* 36       278 (52.8 Mb)                      52.8                                                                           16 (*n* = 32)                                           0.359/0.261
  *Dhfr* 44       271 (51.5 Mb)                      35.3                                                                           7 (*n* = 28)                                            0.340/0.377
  *Dhfr* 33       111 (21 Mb)                        11.1                                                                           15 (*n* = 27)                                           0.445/0.384

NA, not applicable.

Based on reverse transcription quantitative PCR data for *C16orf33* (α-globin clones) and *Dhfr* (*Dhfr* clones).

Copy number determination reveals a fundamentally different conformation of BAC transgenes in undifferentiated ES cells
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The number, position, and stability of BAC transgene chromosome insertion sites in ES cell clones were determined by hybridization of BAC DNA to metaphase spreads. Copy number estimates for small insertions were made by counting the maximum spot number visualized by FISH on stretched chromatin fibers (fiber-FISH) using LacO DNA as a probe ([Fig. 2, A, B, and E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}; and [Table I](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Spacing of LacO spots in the fiber-FISH was relatively uniform, which is consistent with tandem BAC arrays. Copy number estimates for larger inserts were derived from ratios of the length of the metaphase chromosome band containing the multicopy BAC to the length of the longest mouse chromosome. Copy number estimates using these ratios were normalized using measurements from β-globin clone 8d, whose copy number was estimated by fiber-FISH ([Fig. 2 B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [Table I](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}).

![**Transgene copy number estimation.** (A) Fiber FISH examples from β-globin clone 8d hybridized with LacO sequences. White lines outline individual images assembled into montages. Bar, 2 µm. (B) Scatter plot showing LacO fiber FISH signal numbers (y axis) in different fiber FISH examples (x axis) for β-globin clone 8d. Variation in signal numbers was related to incomplete stretching, with the maximum signal number used for copy number estimation. (C and D) DAPI (blue) and FISH BAC probe (red) are shown. (C) Partial metaphase spread from β-globin clone 8d, BAC transgene insertion (arrow), longest mouse chromosome used for normalization (arrowhead; see Results). (D) Metaphase chromosomes showing BAC insert size and location for each cell clone selected for further analysis. (E) Histograms showing number of EGFP-LacI signals (x axis) counted in maximum intensity projections of 64 interphase nuclei from each cell clone. Copy number estimates (CN) and mean copy number per GFP signal (CN/sig) are shown in blue.](JCB_200912167_RGB_Fig2){#fig2}

Three ES clones for each BAC were selected for further analysis ([Fig. 1 B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 2 D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, and [Table I](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). All clones were \>90% positive for the pluripotency marker Oct-4 and \>90% negative for lamin A, a marker for cell differentiation (unpublished data). Copy number per signal was calculated from the BAC copy estimates and the mean number of LacI-EGFP signals counted in maximum intensity projections.

Surprisingly, the BAC copy number per EGFP spot, ranging from 40--89 in these ES cell clones ([Fig. 2 E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), was \>10 fold higher than observed in CHO cells ([@bib27]). With each GFP spot derived from ∼8--16 Mbp of total BAC DNA, the small size of the EGFP-LacI signals in ES cells therefore appeared incompatible with colinear compaction of BAC transgenes along a large-scale chromatin fiber.

Long-distance cis interactions lead to spatial segregation of specific BAC sequences in ES cells within HP1, H3K9me3 enriched regions
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To investigate this unexpected coalescence of LacO signals, we used dual-color FISH. In all clones, the LacO FISH signal closely resembled the EGFP-LacI signals, independent of whether the cells expressed EGFP-LacI. In contrast, the BAC FISH signal extended over a much larger area ([Fig. 3, A--C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; and [Fig. S2 A](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200912167/DC1)). Control experiments including RNase treatment and hybridization to nondenatured cells excluded significant contribution from residual RNA to the DNA FISH signal (unpublished data).

![**Positions of LacO and BAC vector sequences relative to other BAC sequences.** (A--C) 3D FISH with LacO (green), BAC probes (red), DAPI (blue) for α-globin clone 1c (A), *Dhfr* clone 36 (B), and β-globin clone 2b (C). (right) Intensity line scans along arrows are plotted. Bars, 2 µm. (D--F) 3D FISH for α-globin clone 1c BAC transgenes hybridized with BAC (green) and PBELO BAC vector backbone (red) probes (D), LacO (green) and PBELO probes (red; E), the same BAC probe labeled with biotin (BAC-Bio; red), or digoxigenin (BAC-Dig; green; F). (G--I) Immuno-3D FISH for α-globin clone 1c BAC transgenes with LacO probe (green) versus H3K9me3 staining (red; G), PBELO vector backbone probe (green) versus H3K9me3 staining (red; H), and BAC probe (green) versus H3K9me3 staining (red; I). (J--L) Three-color immuno-3D FISH with a combined LacO and PBELO vector backbone probe (green), BAC probe (red), and immunostaining (blue) against H3K9me3 (J), HP1-α (K), or HP1-γ (L). (right) Intensity line scans along arrows are plotted. Bars, 1 µm.](JCB_200912167_RGB_Fig3){#fig3}

In cell clones containing the transcriptionally active α-globin and *Dhfr* BACs, BAC and LacO hybridization domains were significantly segregated from each other, with BAC staining foci separated by up to 0.5 µm from neighboring LacO signals. Line scans showed that BAC FISH signals peaked in regions with low-intensity LacO FISH signals ([Fig. 3, A and B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), and red (BAC) and green (LacO) fluorescence correlation coefficients were all \<0.6 with means of 0.35 for α-globin and 0.34 for *Dhfr* clones (Fig. S2 B).

In contrast, although the transcriptionally inactive β-globin BAC sequences still showed separation from LacO foci, there was significantly more overlap of the BAC signal with the LacO foci ([Fig. 3 C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, right; and Fig. S2 A). Mean BAC-LacO fluorescence correlation coefficient values increased from the 0.34--0.35 values observed for α-globin and *Dhfr* clones to 0.59 for β-globin clone 2b. Likewise, the distribution of BAC-LacO fluorescence correlation coefficient values for β-globin clone 2b was noticeably skewed to increased values relative to the distributions for the α-globin and *Dhfr* clones (Fig. S2 B). Moreover, the β-globin BAC transgenes appeared noticeably more condensed than the α-globin and *Dhfr* BAC transgenes, with the β-globin BAC FISH signal coinciding with a distinctive DAPI-intense region ([Fig. 3 C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

Coalescence of homologous sequences from different BAC copies was not restricted to the highly repetitive LacO direct repeats. Vector backbone FISH signals were also compact like the LacO signals and showed similar segregation from the BAC signal ([Fig. 3 D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Vector backbone and LacO foci did not colocalize but were positioned close to each other ([Fig. 3 E](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Control experiments with the same BAC probe labeled with two colors produced a significantly higher overlap ([Fig. 3 F](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), which is consistent with the subpixel x--y chromatic shift for these two fluorochromes.

Combined immuno-FISH experiments revealed enrichment of HP1-*α* and -*γ* and H3K9me3 immunostaining over the α-globin and *Dhfr* BAC transgene chromosome subterritories. H3K9me3 and HP1-*α* immunostaining intensities over the BAC transgene regions were well above nucleoplasmic background levels and of similar intensity to that observed over chromocenters in the same nuclei ([Fig. S3, A and B](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200912167/DC1)). However, HP1-γ foci, slightly brighter and larger in area than other nuclear HP1-γ foci distributed throughout the nuclei, identified only BAC transgene regions (Fig. S3 C). The HP1, H3K9me3-stained region formed a core within the larger region defined by BAC DNA FISH ([Fig. 3, G--L](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; and Fig. S3), with the combined LacO/BAC vector backbone FISH signal filling most of the H3K9me3/HP1-stained region.

Gene expression of BAC transgenes approaches levels of endogenous genes in ES cells
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Despite the extensive, long-distance looping interactions for the LacO direct repeats and vector backbone sequences and their location within a heterochromatin core, we observed relatively normal regulation of the genes contained within these BAC arrays in ES cells. Expression patterns were assessed by RNA FISH using biotin-labeled BAC DNA as probes and by reverse transcription quantitative PCR ([Table S1](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200912167/DC1)). BAC *Dhfr* expression per gene copy was 35 and 58% of the expression level of the endogenous *Dhfr* gene for the two BAC arrays inserted in the middle of chromosome arms versus 11% for the BAC array inserted within the y chromosome centromere (clone 33; [Fig. 2 D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Per copy expression of human gene, *C16orf33*, present on the α-globin BAC, ranged from 11.8 to 7.3% of the endogenous, homologous mouse locus expression level. Expression of human β-globin genes in clone 8d could be detected only after differentiation to erythroblasts.

Peripheral versus interior differential localization of transcriptionally active versus inactive sequences in BAC transgene chromosome subterritory regions
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

For the transcriptionally active α-globin and *Dhfr* large transgene arrays, this separation of sequences was frequently characterized by a striking internal localization of LacO and BAC vector signal surrounded by a significant shell of BAC signal ([Fig. 3, A and B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; and Fig. S2 A). This was particularly pronounced for the large α-globin transgene array containing several housekeeping genes. LacO repeats in a similar size β-globin BAC transgene array did not show such interior partitioning, with similar numbers of LacO foci more uniformly distributed throughout the transgene chromosome subterritory ([Fig. 3 C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and Fig. S2 A).

In RNA FISH preparations of α-globin and *Dhfr* BAC arrays, EGFP-LacI foci were observed to colocalize with relatively high-intensity DAPI staining. BAC RNA signals also organized into distinct foci, but these showed significant separation from EGFP-LacI signals and localized predominantly within DAPI-poor channels ([Fig. 4 A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). In larger BAC arrays (α-globin 1c, *Dhfr* 36, and *Dhfr* 44 clones), a distinctive transgene conformation consisting of a central zone of LacO sequences surrounded by peripheral RNA FISH signal was observed in the majority (∼60%) of cells. This peripheral/interior segregation of RNA transcripts versus LacO signals was more pronounced than that observed for BAC versus LacO DNA FISH signals in these clones ([Fig. 3, A and B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; and Fig. S2 A). Although the DNA BAC FISH signal was typically distributed throughout a disk-shaped area, the RNA FISH signal instead formed more of an external shell. DAPI-depleted channels sited adjacent to LacO foci were also frequently enriched for RNA polymerase II ([Fig. 4 B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Peripheral versus interior distribution of transcripts, RNA polymerase II, active versus inactive gene sequences, vector backbone, and LacO repeats relative to BAC transgene territory.** (A--H) Undifferentiated, α-globin clone 1c ES cells (DAPI; blue). (right) Intensity line plots along yellow arrows are shown. (A) RNA FISH shows peripheral distribution of BAC transcripts (red) relative to EGFP-LacI spots (green). (B) RNA polymerase II immunostaining (red) relative to EGFP-LacI spots (green). (C--F) 3D DNA FISH are shown. (C) 3′ region of *C16orf35* gene (green) and LacO probes are shown (red). (D) 5′ region of *C16orf35* (red) and *RHBDF1* (green) gene probes are shown. (E) Inactive α-globin region (red) versus active *C16orf35* (green) probes are shown. (F) 3′ region of *C16orf35* gene (green) versus BAC vector backbone (red) probes are shown. (G and H) Anti-H3K27me3 immunostaining (red) versus EGFP-LacI (green) in interphase (G) versus anaphase nuclei (H). (H) Boxed region indicates region magnified on the right. White arrows mark DAPI-dense regions underlying LacI signals. Bars: (A, B, G, and H) 2 µm; (C--F) 1 µm.](JCB_200912167_RGB_Fig4){#fig4}

To further examine the spatial segregation of DNA sequences within the BAC chromosome subterritories, we created FISH probes hybridizing to different subregions of the α-globin BAC. DNA FISH signals from 4- to 5-kb probes from active genes *Rhbdf1* and *C16orf35* ([Fig. 1 A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) were relatively diffuse and showed minimal overlap with LacO signals ([Fig. 4 C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Probes for different active regions clearly showed less spatial segregation from each other than from LacO sequences ([Fig. 4 D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). This was not simply correlated with the genomic distances separating these probes on the BAC sequence, as the genomic distance between 5′C16orf35 and RHBD1, showing close intermingling of signals ([Fig. 4 D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), is similar to the distance between 3′C16orf35 and LacO ([Fig. 4 C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), showing a spatial segregation of signals.

Close localization was observed also between a pool of five 1-kb probes spanning ∼24 kb of the inactive α-globin region with probes from different active gene regions, including 3′C16orf35 ([Fig. 4 E](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) separated by ∼100 kb. However, hybridization of the BAC vector backbone produced signals that were compact and, like the LacO sequences, showed a strong internal localization bias relative to active gene probes ([Fig. 4 F](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

H3K27me3 domains show a peripheral distribution in the engineered α-globin BAC transgene territories
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Although inactive in ES cells, α-globin genes appeared to colocalize with the active genes on the BAC and away from the HP1, H3K9me3-enriched region containing the LacO and vector backbone sequences. In human ES cells, α-globin *HBA1* and *HBA2* promoter regions are marked by histone H3 trimethyl lysine 27 (H3K27me3) and bind Eed and Suz12, components of polycomb complex PRC2 ([@bib32]). Human α-globin BAC cell clone 1c showed enrichment of H3K27me3 staining peripheral to the DAPI-intense EGFP-LacI signals ([Fig. 4 G](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and Fig. S4 A), which is consistent with FISH data showing intermingling of α-globin genes with active gene sequences ([Fig. 4 E](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Typically, three to seven H3K27me3 foci were visualized, often adjacent to DAPI-poor channels. Clustered H3K27me3 foci were observed to associate only with engineered chromosome regions containing the α-globin BAC (Fig. S4, B and C), which is consistent with the absence of H3K27me3 marks over the *Dhfr* promoter or promoters in the β-globin locus ([@bib32]). These H3K27me3 foci were also present adjacent to EGFP-LacI signals within metaphase and anaphase chromosomes, demonstrating that they correspond to histone marks either entirely or largely derived from BAC transgenic sequences ([Fig. 4 H](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). These results suggest that the inactive α-globin genes, marked by the facultative heterochromatin H3K27me3 modification, segregate with active genes and away from the heterochromatic H3K9me3 and HP1-enriched domains.

BAC transgenes assume an entirely different conformation in fibroblasts and fibroblast-like cells
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The very different conformation of BAC arrays in mouse ES versus CHO cells ([@bib27]) could be the result of differences in the species origin and/or cell type of these two cell lines or because of differences in the organization of the integrated transgenes. To distinguish between these possibilities, we isolated stable, mouse NIH 3T3 cell clones carrying the *Dhfr* BAC. Two 3T3 cell clones, with BAC copy number within the range of *Dhfr* BAC ES clones 33, 36, and 44 were examined in detail.

The six to seven mean number of BAC copies per EGFP-LacI spot in these two 3T3 clones was about two- to threefold higher than in CHO cells but ∼10-fold lower than in mouse ES cells. Moreover, GFP spots in the 3T3 clones were frequently arranged in extended, fiber-like conformations ([Fig. 5 A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), as observed previously in CHO cells ([@bib27]), and BAC and LacO DNA FISH signals showed a much higher colocalization in 3T3 ([Fig. 5 B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) than in ES cells. RNA FISH signals partially overlapped or were closely adjacent to EGFP-LacI signals ([Fig. 5 C](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), and both signals were associated with DAPI-poor regions of the nucleus.

![**Different organization of BAC transgenes in fibroblasts.** (A) 3T3 *Dhfr* BAC clones 4--2 (left) or 27--13 (right) are shown for EGFP-LacI (green) and DAPI (red). (bottom) Histograms show numbers of EGFP-LacI signals in nuclear maximum intensity projections (*n* = 67--69). (B) 3D DNA FISH using whole BAC (red) or LacO (green) probes in 3T3 clone 27--13. (bottom) Signal intensities along the arrow are shown. (C) 3T3 clone 27--13 for BAC RNA FISH (red) and EGFP-LacI (green). (D) ES cells differentiated to fibroblast-like cells (phase contrast). (E) ES clones *Dhfr* 36 (left) or β-globin 8d (right) differentiated to fibroblast-like cells for EGFP-LacI (green) and DAPI (red). Histograms show numbers of EGFP-LacI signals in maximum intensity projections. (F) 3D DNA FISH using BAC (red) or LacO (green) probes on fibroblast-like cells differentiated from ES *Dhfr* clone 36. Clusters of similar-size units show segregation of BAC and LacO sequences. Enlargement of individual units (of yellow boxed area) and intensity line drawing (bottom) shows the spatial distribution of BAC and LacO signals with relative fluorescence intensity along arrow. (G) 3D DNA FISH on fibroblast-like cells differentiated from ES β-globin clone 8d using BAC (red) and LacO (green) probes. LacO foci are offset from the central axis of a continuous fiber formed by BAC sequence. Enlargements of the yellow boxed area show a segment of fiber-like structure. DAPI counterstaining in E has been γ processed (factor of 0.7) to enhance chromatin substructure. Bars: (B) 1 µm; (D) 25 µm; (A, C, and E--G) 2 µm.](JCB_200912167_RGB_Fig5){#fig5}

We next directly examined changes in chromatin conformation of specific ES cell BAC transgene clones accompanying cell differentiation to fibroblast-like cells ([Fig. 5 D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). These cells stained negatively for Oct-4, a marker for pluripotent ES cells, and positively for lamin A, a marker for differentiated cells, and mitotic cells were present in the population, indicating continued cell proliferation (unpublished data).

Mean BAC copies per GFP spot values in these cells were very similar to those observed in 3T3 cells ([Fig. 5 E](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), with similar numbers for both *Dhfr* and β-globin BACs (*Dhfr* clone 36, 7.3; β-globin clone 8d, 7.9). In many cells, distinct linear arrangements of GFP spots or BAC and LacO FISH signals could be traced for up to 5 µm, which was quite similar to the predominant pattern in 3T3 cells.

However, a much wider continuum of morphologies was observed in the fibroblast-like cells differentiated from ES cells. Although in some cells, LacO and BAC FISH signals showed the linear colocalizing patterns characteristic of both proliferating and quiescent 3T3 cells, other cells showed a more open network or chain-like pattern, sometimes with no visible connection between subunits ([Fig. 5 F](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Distinct subunits were observed consisting of a single LacO FISH spot associated with one end of a short fiber-like BAC signal. Subunit lengths averaged 0.7 µm and contained ∼1--2 Mb DNA or 5--10 copies of engineered BAC. Between these two extremes, in about one third of cells, BAC sequences merged to form continuous, fiber-like structures, but the LacO repeats segregated into distinct foci localizing to the edges of these apparent fibers. The number of BAC copies per LacO foci was similar to that in fibroblasts and other fibroblast-like cells.

Large-scale chromatin conformation of BAC transgene arrays in retinoic acid (RA)--differentiated and erythroblast cells
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To address whether these differences in large-scale chromatin conformation between ES and fibroblast cells represented the difference between an undifferentiated pluripotent versus differentiated state versus a lineage-specific conformation, we examined the BAC transgene arrays in other differentiated cell types.

RA-induced differentiation of ES cells leads to a mixture of differentiated cell types, particularly neuroprogenitors ([@bib23]). After 10--14 d in RA without leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF), ∼100% of cells lost the Oct4 pluripotent marker (unpublished data). In these cells, we saw a range of EGFP-LacI staining patterns, including flattened, fibroblast-like cells that showed either the aforementioned linear string of spots or network patterns ([Fig. 6 A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, left). Other differentiated cell types showed GFP spot patterns similar to undifferentiated ES cells ([Fig. 6 A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, right).

![**Transgene conformation in RA-differentiated and erythroid cells.** (A) High GFP spot number, linear fibroblast-like (left) versus low GFP spot number, compact ES-like (right) BAC conformations in RA-differentiated *Dhfr* 36 or β-globin 8d cells (red, DAPI; green, GFP-LacI) (B) Erythroblasts derived from ES cells after 13 d of differentiation (May-Giemsa staining). (C) 3D DNA FISH of transgene arrays in ES clones β-globin 8d, *Dhfr* 36, and α-globin1c cells after differentiation to erythroblasts: DAPI (blue), LacO (green), and BAC probes (red). Whole cells are shown in first left panels with enlargements (marked by white boxes) in right panels. Fringes of BAC signals (carets) overlap the edges of DAPI-poor regions but not LacO signal. Overlapping BAC and LacO signals coincide with high-intensity DAPI staining (arrows). (D) Histograms showing degree of colocalization of LacO and BAC FISH signals in individual cells (as measured by Pearson's correlation coefficients \[Rr\]) before (black) or after (gray) differentiation to erythroblasts. *Dhfr* and α-globin BAC transgenes show clear transition from low to high overlap during differentiation. (E) RNA FISH BAC (red) signal and DAPI (blue) in clones β-globin 8d, *Dhfr* 36, and α-globin 1c after erythroid differentiation. (right) Enlargements of the boxed areas (left) show that RNA signals (carets) coincide with DAPI-poor regions. DAPI signal in A has been γ processed (factor of 0.7). Bars: (A, C, and E) 2 µm; (B) 20 µm.](JCB_200912167_RGB_Fig6){#fig6}

We next turned to a differentiation protocol producing nearly pure populations of erythroid cells ([@bib37]). For the three clones showing successful differentiation at days 12--14 of this protocol, 94% of harvested cells were mixed early- and late-stage definitive erythroblasts, as determined by May-Giemsa staining ([Fig. 6 B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), and were diamino fluorine positive, indicating that hemoglobin was expressed.

The large-scale chromatin structure after differentiation to erythroid cells was similar for all BAC transgene arrays yet quite different from undifferentiated ES cells, fibroblasts, or RA-differentiated ES cells. Analysis of BAC transgene morphology was restricted to DNA and RNA FISH because EGFP-LacI expression could be achieved in very few erythrocytes. Compact chromatin domains showed a significantly higher colocalization of LacO and BAC sequences than observed in other cell types ([Fig. 6, C and D](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Histograms of intensity correlation coefficients showed near-complete separation between values for undifferentiated ES versus erythroid cells ([Fig. 6 D](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). The β-globin BAC array reached similar intensity colocalization correlation levels in erythroid cells, but the net increase from levels in undifferentiated ES cells was smaller because of its more compact structure in these cells.

BAC transgene arrays in erythroid cells showed an outer fringe of BAC FISH signal depleted of LacO hybridization ([Fig. 6 C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, carets). Erythroblast nuclei were dominated by large clumps of DAPI-intense staining, interspersed with low-intensity staining, a pattern that survived both DNA and RNA FISH procedures. The outer fringe of BAC FISH signal bordered or marginally overlapped DAPI-poor nuclear regions, whereas overlapping BAC and LacO signals localized to regions of high DAPI intensity ([Fig. 6 C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, arrows). Segregation of BAC from LacO signals rarely exceeded 0.2 µm.

RNA FISH signals, seen in a varying proportion of cells in erythroblasts derived from all three transgenes, predominantly colocalized with DAPI-poor channels ([Fig. 6 E](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). In the largest clone, α-globin 1c, and to a lesser degree in Dhfr 36, RNA signals often appeared as circular or curved linear configurations ([Fig. 6 E](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, bottom). In contrast with BAC DNA FISH signals, RNA signals in all clones tended to be located in the center rather than at the edges of DAPI-poor regions, suggesting that most of the BAC array chromosome subterritory consists of condensed chromatin regions, with transcribed RNA localizing to the surrounding peripheral DAPI-poor regions. These RNA FISH signals may represent sites of transcription of a subset of expressed BAC transgenes that are highly decompacted and not detected by DNA FISH under the experimental conditions used. Alternatively, these RNA FISH signals may represent accumulations of transcript spatially offset from the actual sites of transcription.

Despite the more compact BAC transgene conformation present in erythroid cells, *Dhfr* transgene expression per copy number in clone 36 cells differentiated into erythroid cells remained at ∼40% the expression level of the endogenous gene. α- and β-globin transgenes showed considerably decreased expression levels relative to the endogenous genes, and the endogenous gene expression was decreased relative to control cells without transgenes ([Table II](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}), suggesting that this decrease was because of titration of specific transcription factors.

###### 

Expression characteristics of transgenic clones after erythroid differentiation

  BAC clone       Gene analyzed   Expression/copy from transgene[a](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}   Total expression from transgene[a](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}   Expression from endogenous locus[b](#tblfn3){ref-type="table-fn"}
  --------------- --------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------------------------
                                  *%*                                                               *%*                                                                *%*
  *β-Globin* 8d   *HBB/Hbb-b1*    0.0089                                                            1.4                                                                10.3
  *α-Globin* 1c   *HBA/Hba-a1*    0.26                                                              160                                                                4.3
  *Dhfr* 36       *Dhfr*          40                                                                5,560                                                              ND

Based on reverse transcription quantitative PCR data.

Relative to the endogenous locus in cells without the transgene.

Relative to expression in cells without the transgene.

Discussion
==========

In this study, we demonstrate the ability to create engineered chromosome regions tens to hundreds of megabase pairs in size, consisting of high copy number repeats of individual cloned, ∼200-kb genomic fragments. These chromosome regions range from the size of chromosome bands to longer than the arms of some mouse chromosomes yet remain stable through multiple cell divisions. By several criteria, these engineered chromosome regions recapitulate at least partially several functional features of endogenous wild-type chromosomes: expression of housekeeping genes on the BAC transgenes was maintained per copy within severalfold of the endogenous genes in ES and fibroblast-like cells, positioning of the mouse β-globin locus to the nuclear periphery in ES cells ([@bib25]) was mimicked by multicopy human β-globin BAC transgenes independent of chromosome insertion site, and appearance of H3K27me3-modified foci only within the α-globin *BAC* transgene array suggests that this epigenetic marking of inactive α-globin genes is correctly reproduced by the transgenes.

Using these engineered chromosome regions, we demonstrate a surprising plasticity of large-scale chromatin organization, both in terms of the chromatin folding within a single chromosome territory and changes in folding patterns after differentiation. In the following paragraphs, we summarize our major results and describe their implications for understanding higher-level chromatin folding within native chromosomes.

Chromosome territory formation
------------------------------

Conceptually, formation of compact chromosome territories could require complex, long-range interactions between specific sequences on native chromosomes. Alternatively, chromosome territory formation might emerge from the intrinsic folding properties of local chromatin regions just hundreds of kilobases in size. Our results support the second possibility, as all BAC transgene arrays in all cell types formed compact spatial domains, which was similar to endogenous chromosome territories.

Similarly, the characteristic variability in compaction for different megabase pair subterritory regions correlating with difference in gene density ([@bib22]) could be influenced mainly by the type and number of regulatory elements and activity of genes distributed throughout these regions. Alternatively, this variability might be because of the presence of a small number of specific, sparsely distributed cis sequences, which modulate gene activity only indirectly by controlling subterritory compaction. The more condensed subterritory domains formed in ES cells by the transcriptionally inactive versus active arrays support the former explanation. Thus, our results extend these statistical correlations between gene density and chromosome subterritory compaction to direct experimental manipulation and measurement.

Sequence segregation and functional polarization within ES cell chromosome territories
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In ES cells, there was a spatial separation between LacO and vector backbone foreign DNA sequences embedded within a heterochromatic domain and the remainder of the BAC sequences corresponding to mammalian DNA ([Fig. 7, A and B](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). This segregation was accompanied by a polarized distribution of the LacO and vector backbone sequences to the interior of the engineered chromosome subterritories with other BAC sequences preferentially localized to the subterritory exterior ([Fig. 7 A](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). This polarized sequence segregation appeared to be functionally driven because BAC DNA of the inactive β-globin region in ES cells was apparently as condensed as the LacO foci, showed no preferential localization to the exterior of chromosome subterritories, and had substantially more spatial overlap with the LacO sequences ([Fig. 7 C](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, for both the *Dhfr* and α-globin BAC transgenes, RNA transcripts and RNA polymerase II signals showed an even more extreme peripheral distribution, not overlapping with LacI-stained regions but coinciding with DAPI-poor channels surrounding the subterritories ([Fig. 7 A](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Summary of BAC transgene conformations in ES and differentiated cells.** (A) Cartoon showing spatial segregation of DNA sequences and nascent transcripts relative to distributions of HP1, H3K9me3, H3K27me3, and RNA polymerase II within α-globin BAC transgene arrays in ES cells. (B--G) Models for changes in DNA topology within BAC transgene arrays as a function of cell differentiation: LacO repeats (green), BAC vector sequence (purple), and remainder of the BAC (red) are shown, with blue lines tracing the path of a single BAC copy.](JCB_200912167_RGB_Fig7){#fig7}

This pattern of segregation strikingly parallels the proposed localization of repetitive DNA to the DAPI-condensed Barr body of the mammalian inactive X chromosome, external distribution of genes that escape x inactivation, and external bias relative to the Barr body of inactive X chromosome--linked genes ([@bib12]; [@bib13]).

Global changes in chromosome territories and large-scale chromatin plasticity during development
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Nuclear size, shape, and DAPI staining texture showed pronounced differences between ES, fibroblast-like, and erythroid-differentiated cells paralleled by changes in the overall compaction and organization of the engineered chromosome regions, independent of the transcription status of the BAC transgenes. Our ability to control and manipulate the sequence content of these 10--180-Mbp chromosome regions highlights the origin of this variability as intrinsic, tissue-specific differences in chromatin compaction as opposed to differentiation-induced changes in gene expression.

Plasticity in overall chromosome subterritory geometry of the engineered chromosome regions was paralleled by significant differences in the local folding and topology of each BAC repeat ([Fig. 7, B--G](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Despite quite different folding trajectories and overall compaction in different cell types, expression levels of the *Dhfr* BAC transgenes were remarkably constant relative to the endogenous *Dhfr* gene, even in erythroid cells. Normal transcriptional activity is therefore compatible with high compaction. Moreover, these results suggest that regulation of gene expression may not depend on the exact patterns of large-scale chromatin folding but, rather, on segregation of particular sequences within chromosome territories and chromatin fiber--fiber aggregation properties.

A common theme emerging in both ES and erythroid cells was the striking localization of nascent RNA transcripts to the engineered chromosome subterritory periphery surrounding a more condensed DNA core ([Fig. 7 A](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). These RNA FISH signals may represent sites of transcription of a subset of expressed BAC transgenes at the edge of the BAC transgene territory. Alternatively, these RNA FISH signals may represent accumulations of transcript spatially offset from the actual sites of transcription.

Linear large-scale chromatin structures from noncontiguous DNA topologies
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Several classes of models for large-scale chromatin folding above the 10- and 30-nm chromatin fibers have been proposed, including hierarchical, looping, and network models ([@bib4]; [@bib46]; [@bib29]; [@bib6]). However, what has generally not been questioned is the implicit assumption that there is a single folding motif for chromatin organization.

Our analysis of the large-scale chromatin-folding patterns within these engineered chromosome regions instead suggests that different folding motifs dominate for the same chromosome region depending on the cell type. Furthermore, the combination of different folding motifs observed within the same cell type reveal surprising aspects of chromatin organization.

In ES cells, extensive looping mediated by LacO and vector backbone interactions was observed ([Fig. 7 B](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Additional looping was implied by the foci of H3K27me3 immunostaining in α-globin BAC transgene arrays. A relatively low level of chromatin compaction was inferred by a noticeable separation of up to ∼0.5 µm between BAC and LacO FISH signals, implying linear chromatin compaction ratios in maximally extended loops of ∼70:1, just about twofold more condensed than extended 30-nm chromatin fibers. The persistence within mitotic chromosomes of these GFP-LacI-- and H3K27me3-modified foci indicates that folding motifs underlying mitotic chromosome compaction are superimposed on top of these long-range looping interactions.

In contrast, in fibroblasts ([Fig. 7 D](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), large-scale chromatin fibers were observed. These were similar to previous observations in CHO cells of large-scale chromatin fibers with estimated linear compaction ratios of 200--1,000:1 ([@bib48]; [@bib27]), which were explained by hierarchical folding models ([@bib5]; [@bib29]). Remarkably, an alternative pattern in about one third of ES cells differentiated into fibroblast-like cells showed continuous, large-scale chromatin fibers but with LacO repeats segregating into distinct foci localizing at the fiber periphery ([Fig. 7 E](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). An intermediate pattern was observed in ES cell--differentiated fibroblast-like cells in which BAC hybridization showed short, apparent large-scale chromatin fiber segments connected in a network pattern. However, localization of LacO foci to the tips of these apparent fiber segments again indicated the presence of extensive looping of BAC DNA within these fiber-like segments ([Fig. 7 F](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). In all cases, a similar number (about seven) of estimated BAC copies per LacO foci was observed.

This segregation of LacO repeats in the latter two patterns described in fibroblast-like cells ([Fig. 7, E and F](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}) implies that extensive topological looping of distant DNA fragments exist within fiber-like, large-scale chromatin structures ([Fig. 7 D](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), challenging predictions of hierarchical folding models for large-scale chromatin structure, which assume linear folding of adjacent sequences. Presumably, to form mitotic chromosomes, these fiber-like structures themselves undergo a higher level of folding as a unit, thereby combining both looping and hierarchical folding motifs.

The extent to which linear chromosome structures form through aggregation of nonlinear sequences in native chromosomes remains unknown. Our results, together with the demonstration by RNA-TRAP and 3C-derived methods of long-range cis interactions between distant sequences ([@bib9]; [@bib47]; [@bib43]), suggest that this may be a more fundamental feature of higher-order chromatin structure than previously imagined. Our findings also resolve the apparent contradiction between hierarchical models of chromatin folding and frequent long-range DNA interactions demonstrated by 3C-like molecular methods. Specifically, our results show a plasticity of large-scale chromatin folding, which allows the formation of large-scale chromatin fibers that can still incorporate complex DNA-looping topologies.

Increased association of LacO repeats and BAC vector sequences may reflect extreme plasticity of large-scale chromatin structure in ES cells, facilitating long-range interactions
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In mouse ES cells, we observed a high degree of association of LacO arrays from neighboring BAC copies. LacO repeats separated by several megabase pairs have shown pairing in *Arabidopsis thaliana*, which is dependent on DNA methylation ([@bib52]) and association with chromocenters; however, such pairing has not been previously appreciated in *Drosophila melanogaster* or mammalian cells, and we did not observe LacO association with chromocenters.

This phenomenon was not restricted to high copy number direct repeats, as the BAC vector backbone sequences in ES cells present at only one copy per BAC coalesced into foci that were similar and adjacent to LacO foci. We also observed clustering of H3K27me3-modified regions of the α-globin BAC, and similar-sized H3K27me3 foci were seen throughout the nucleus.

Previous experiments have demonstrated association of transgenic repeats in other systems ([@bib2]; [@bib20]). Whether the association of LacO and BAC vector sequences represents similar, possibly RNAi-mediated association of foreign DNA, transgenic repeats, true homologous pairing, or coalescence of sequences with common epigenetic marks is unclear. Despite common epigenetic marks, LacO and the single-copy vector backbone sequences still segregated separately. In contrast, single-copy housekeeping genes on the α-globin BAC showed little evidence of self-association.

Whatever their origin, these cis sequence long-range associations in the engineered BAC transgene arrays were most pronounced in undifferentiated ES cells. This may be related either to the high frequency of homologous recombination ([@bib41]), and therefore possible increased pairing of homologous sequences in ES cells, or to a more plastic, flexible, and/or dynamic large-scale chromatin structure in these cells. Structural characteristics attributed to mouse ES but not differentiated cell chromatin include pools of highly mobile chromosomal proteins ([@bib36]) and global, low-level transcription ([@bib21]). Similar association of distantly separated, endogenous chromatin may occur in mouse ES cells facilitated through the formation of comparable decondensed, looped configurations, possibly mediated through repeat sequences.

Future directions
-----------------

In this study, we have constructed chromosome regions up to hundreds of megabase pairs in size. Several fundamental features of natural chromosomes are recapitulated by the self-assembly of these engineered chromosome regions. We also demonstrate a surprising plasticity of large-scale chromatin folding and chromosome territory architecture as a function of cell differentiation. The ability to generate model chromosome territories from multicopy BAC sequences and to manipulate these BAC sequences using BAC recombineering should allow future dissection of cis elements controlling large-scale chromatin folding and chromosome territory organization.

Materials and methods
=====================

BAC modification
----------------

BAC modifications were performed as previously described ([@bib27]). p\[Kan/Neo-PSI-8.32\] was created from p\[Kan/Neo-8.32\] by addition of a PI--SceI homing endonuclease site between the kanomycin/neomycin resistance genes and LacO array. Tn5 transposition was used to insert the transposon from p\[Kan/Neo-8.32\] into BAC RP11-344L6 containing the human α-globin--like genes and the transposon from p\[K/N-PSI-8.32\] into BACs CTD-2643I7 and CTB-057L22 containing the human β-globin--like genes and the mouse *Dhfr* locus, respectively. CTB-057L22 modified to contain LacO repeats and a zeocin resistance gene was used to create 3T3 clones. Restriction endonuclease digest of resistant colonies was used to screen for presence of the full-length LacO array, and the position of inserts was determined by DNA sequence analysis. BACs were obtained from Invitrogen.

Creation of ES and 3T3 cell lines carrying BAC insertions
---------------------------------------------------------

Mouse ES HM1 cells (provided by A. Smith, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, England, UK) were maintained on a feeder layer of mitomycin C--treated mouse embryonic fibroblasts or in flasks coated with 0.1% gelatin in DME (Invitrogen) supplemented with 15% ES cell--screened FCS (Invitrogen), 1% MEM nonessential amino acids, 0.001% 2-mercaptoethanol, and 1,000 U/ml LIF (Millipore). HM1 cells were used between passages 27 and 33. Mouse 3T3 cells and embryonic fibroblasts were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection and maintained in DME with 10% FCS (Hyclone).

DNA was prepared from BAC clones using a large construct kit (QIAGEN). 10 µg purified BAC DNA was linearized by PI--SceI (CTD-2643I7 K/N PSI 8.32 and CTB-057L22 K/N PSI 8.32) or PvuI digestion (RP11-344L6 K/N 8.32), extracted with phenol/chloroform, checked by pulse field gel electrophoresis to confirm linearization, and used immediately to transfect ES or 3T3 cells. ES cells were transfected at 70--90% confluence in T25 tissue culture flasks using 30 µl Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen), incubated overnight, plated onto four 94-mm hybridoma dishes (Greiner Bio-One) coated with 0.1% gelatin, and incubated for 24 h before selection with 320 µg/ml G418. Transfected 3T3 cells were selected with 75 µg/ml zeocin. 10 d after plating, colonies were washed twice with PBS, immersed in 0.05% trypsin and 0.02% EDTA for 5 min, and replated into 96-well plates. Individual 3T3 subclones were selected by serial dilution of a mixed clonal population obtained after 3 wk selection. Expanded ES clones retaining an undifferentiated ES cell colony morphology and 3T3 cell clones were screened for BAC inserts by transient expression of GFP-LacI.

Expression of EGFP-LacI
-----------------------

1.6 µg plasmid p3′SS-dimer-EGFP ([@bib40]) and 4 µl Lipofectamine 2000 were used to transiently transfect 50--70% confluent ES cells in 12-well plates. 24 h after transfection, cells were washed in PBS, fixed for 10 min in 1.6% formaldehyde in PBS, permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) in PBS, stained in 0.2 µg/ml DAPI in PBS, and mounted in ProLong antifade (Invitrogen).

Lentivirus FUPW, obtained from T. Brennan (University of California, San Francisco, San Francisco, CA), was constructed from FUGW ([@bib33]) by excision of EGFP at XbaI and EcoRI sites. FULGW was created by ligating the 9,200-bp fragment generated by XbaI and HpaI digestion of FUPW with the EGFP-LacI fragment created by digesting p3′SS-dimer-EGFP-LacI with MunI, filling in the ends with Klenow, and digesting with XbaI.

Infectious lentivirus particles were produced by cotransfection of 293T cells with FULGW, CMVΔR8.2 HIV-1 packaging, and vesicular stomatitis virus G envelope glycoprotein plasmids. Lentivirus particles were harvested after 48 h and concentrated in 1 ml PBS after ultracentrifugation. 50 µl lentivirus was added to 10^4^ − 2 × 10^5^ ES cells or ES cells differentiated to fibroblasts. 24 h after transduction, cells were washed twice in PBS, resuspended in medium, and either fixed or passaged.

RNA and DNA FISH
----------------

ES and 3T3 cells were grown overnight on coverslips coated for 4 h with 0.1% fibronectin (Sigma-Aldrich). Erythroblasts differentiated from ES cells were plated for 1 h on coverslips coated for 30 min with 1 mg/ml poly-[l]{.smallcaps}-lysine. Methanol/acetic acid--fixed metaphase spreads were prepared according to standard cytogenetic procedures ([@bib3]). Stretched chromatin fibers were prepared by cytospin as described using 100 µl cells per slide at 3 × 10^6^ cells/ml ([@bib24]). Cells were prepared for 3D DNA and RNA FISH by fixing in freshly prepared 4% calcium magnesium-free (CMF) PBS buffer (CMF-PBS) for 10 min at room temperature. Cells were permeabilized with 0.5% Triton X-100 in CMF-PBS for 5 min. Coverslips were equilibrated in 20% glycerol in CMF-PBS for 30 min before being immersed in liquid nitrogen for 2--3 s, then thawed at room temperature and replaced briefly in 20% glycerol. After an additional three freeze thaw cycles, cells were immersed in 0.1 M HCl for 7.5 min, washed in CMF-PBS, then stored at 4°C in 50% deionized formamide/2× SSC ([@bib44]).

FISH probes included the three BACs used to create transgenic cell lines without LacO inserts. In addition, small probes were amplified by PCR from subregions of RP11-344L6 and subcloned into pUC18; XbaI or EcoRI sequences were included at the 5′ ends of primers to facilitate cloning (Table S1). Plasmids p\[Kan/Neo- 8.32\] and pBeloBAC11 were used to detect LacO arrays and the BAC vector backbone sequences ([@bib42]).

Probes were labeled with biotin or digoxigenin and used in single- or dual-color FISH experiments as described previously ([@bib27]). For analysis of BAC and LacO sequences, 75 ng digoxigenin-labeled BAC and 50 ng biotin-labeled K/N 8.32 DNA in a total volume of 5 µl of hybridization buffer were used. For analyzing RP11-344L6 subregions, 62.5 ng each of pairs of differentially labeled PCR-derived probes in a total volume of 5 µl were used. For RNA FISH, 60 ng probe was hybridized in 6 µl of hybridization buffer.

For 3D DNA FISH, hybridization mix (50% deionized formamide, 10% dextran sulfate, and 2× SSC) was applied before mounting coverslips to glass slides using rubber cement. Denaturation at 75°C for 2 min on a heat block was followed by hybridization overnight at 37°C in a humidified chamber followed by washes in 0.4× SSC at 70°C for 2 min and SSCT (2× SSC/0.2% Tween 20) at room temperature. RNA FISH was performed as previously described ([@bib11]). DNA probes were resuspended in formamide, denatured at 75°C, and immediately brought to a final concentration of 50% formamide, 1% BSA, 2× SSC, and 2 mM vanadyl ribonucleoside complex (New England Biolabs, Inc.). Hybridization was performed at 37°C overnight in a wet chamber followed by three washes in 50% formamide, 2× SSC, pH 7.2, and three washes in 2× SSC at 42°C. Detection used streptavidin Alexa Fluor 594 (1:200; Invitrogen) or antidigoxigenin fluorescein antibodies (1:200; Roche) in 4% BSA/SSCT (3D FISH) or 1% BSA/4× SSC/2 mM vanadyl ribonucleoside complex (RNA FISH).

Immunofluorescence
------------------

Cells for immunostaining were permeabilized in 0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS\* (5 mM MgCl~2~ and 0.1 mM EDTA in CMF-PBS) for 5 min before fixation with 1.6% formaldehyde in PBS\* for 10 min and washing three times with CMF-PBS. Before application of primary antibodies, a 1-h block with 5% normal goat or donkey serum diluted in CMF-PBS was used, with the exception of monoclonal RL1, which was blocked with 5% BSA in CMF-PBS. Primary antibodies were applied for 24 h at 4°C at the following dilutions in PBS\*/0.1% Triton X-100: mouse monoclonal antibody RL1 against nuclear pore O-linked glycoprotein, 1:750 (ABR-Affinity BioReagents); rabbit anti-H3-K27me3, 1:1,000 (Millipore); rabbit anti-RNA polymerase II (N-20), 1:500; rabbit anti--Oct-4 monoclonal antibody, 1:200 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc.); and anti--lamin A antibody, 1:1,000 (obtained from B. Goldman, Northwestern University, Evanston, IL). Secondary donkey or goat anti--rabbit and anti--mouse antibodies conjugated to FITC or Texas red (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories) were used at a 1:500 dilution and applied for 2 h at room temperature after three 5-min washes in CMF-PBS.

Immunostaining followed by 3D DNA FISH
--------------------------------------

Immunostaining on mouse ES cells was performed as described in the previous section. Rabbit anti--histone H3K9me3 (Millipore) was diluted at 1:500, mouse anti--HP1-α (Millipore) was diluted at 1:500, and mouse anti--HP1-γ (Millipore) was diluted at 1:1,000. Secondary goat anti--rabbit or anti--mouse antibodies conjugated with Texas red or Alexa Fluor 350 (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories) were used at 1:500 dilutions. After immunostaining, cells were postfixed in 3% paraformaldehyde in PBS for 10 min at room temperature and permeabilized in 0.1 M HCl/0.7% Triton X-100 in 2× SSC for 10 min on ice. DNA FISH was performed as described previously. Probes prepared with plasmids p\[K/N-PSI-8.32\], pBeloBAC11, and BAC RP11-344L6 were used to detect LacO arrays, BAC vector backbone, and BAC DNA, respectively.

Quantitative RT-PCR
-------------------

RNA was prepared using an RNAeasy mini kit with on-column DNase digestion (QIAGEN) according to the manufacturer's protocol. cDNA was prepared from 0.2--1.0 µg RNA using avian myeloblastosis virus reverse transcription (Invitrogen) and oligo (dT) primers (Sigma-Aldrich). PCR reactions used SYBR green PCR master mix (Applied Biosystems), 0.1 µm of each primer ([Table S2](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200912167/DC1)), and 1 µl cDNA in 25 µl total vol in sealed 96-well PCR plates (ABgene) on a thermocycler (iCycler; Bio-Rad Laboratories). Denaturation was performed at 94°C for 2 min followed by 35 cycles of 94°C for 30 s, 52°C for 30 s, 72°C for 30 s, and a final extension at 72°C for 30 s. Log dilutions (1--10^−4^) were prepared for each cDNA, and reactions were performed in triplicate. Normalization to the *β-actin* housekeeping gene was used for comparisons of gene expression between different cell lines. Comparisons of expression of transgenes versus their endogenous counterparts assumed that both endogenous alleles were transcribed. To compare expression from human transgenes versus mouse endogenous loci, we used the comparative Ct ^(2-Δ\ Δ\ Ct)^ method ([@bib53]) with primer pairs with similar PCR efficiencies (\<0.1 differences in slope).

ES differentiation
------------------

ES cells were differentiated to fibroblast-like cells by growth in DME with 10% FCS, 1% MEM nonessential amino acids, and 0.001% 2-mercaptoethanol without LIF for four passages in gelatin-coated flasks followed by four to seven passages in uncoated flasks. After about six passages in uncoated flasks, a monolayer of fibroblast-like cells supporting ES-like colonies formed. Washing twice with PBS 1 h after passage before addition of new medium increased the proportion of fibroblast-like cells. Cells were plated onto fibronectin-coated coverslips for 24 h before FULGW transduction or FISH.

ES cells were differentiated with RA as previously described ([@bib11]). Briefly, ES cells were plated at 10,000 cells/cm^2^ and, after attachment, washed in CMF-PBS, and incubated in DME with 10% FCS, 1% MEM nonessential amino acids, 100 nM all trans-RA (Sigma-Aldrich), and 0.1 µM 2-mercaptoethanol for 7--14 d. Media were changed daily.

Erythroblasts were derived from ES cells essentially as previously described ([@bib37]). OP9 cells (American Type Culture Collection) were maintained, and ES cells differentiated in Alpha minimum essential medium without ribonucleosides and deoxyribonucleosides (Invitrogen) supplemented with 2 mM [l]{.smallcaps}-glutamine (Hyclone), 1 mM sodium pyruvate (Sigma-Aldrich), and 20% fetal bovine serum (Hyclone). Dispersed ES cells were plated at 10^4^ cells/well into 6-well plates of ∼90% confluent OP9 cells. 3 d after plating, half of the medium was replaced, and 4 IU recombinant human erythropoietin-α (EPO; ProSpec) was added to each well. After 5 d, cells were dispersed with 0.5 ml 0.25% trypsin and 0.53 mM EDTA (Sigma-Aldrich) at 37°C for 5 min and transferred to fresh plates of ∼90% confluent OP9 cells at 1--2 × 10^5^ cells/well in 2 ml medium with 4 IU EPO. 5 d later, cells were removed by vigorous pipetting, centrifuged, resuspended in medium with EPO, and transferred to fresh OP9 cells. 3--4 d after replating, detached erythroblasts were harvested. For RNA or DNA FISH, cells were resuspended in 200 µl medium and plated onto coverslips coated with 0.2 mg/ml poly-[l]{.smallcaps}-lysine for 1 h at 37°C.

DAPI (Sigma-Aldrich) staining was performed as previously described ([@bib28]). Stained cells were plated onto poly-[l]{.smallcaps}-lysine--coated coverslips for 10 min before washing in PBS and mounting in glycerol.

Microscopy and image analysis
-----------------------------

3D optical section datasets of fixed cells were collected using a 60× NA 1.4 objective on an inverted light microscope (IMT-2; Olympus) equipped with a slow-scan cooled charge-coupled device camera unit (CE200A; Photometrics), motorized filter wheels, and a microstepping motor for z focus, all driven by the Resolve3D software data collection program (Applied Precision) running on an SGI 4D/35TG. This system duplicates that described previously by [@bib26]. Alternatively, for data presented in [Fig. 3 (G--L)](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and Fig. S3, a personal deconvolution microscope system (DeltaVision; Applied Precision) was used with a 60× NA 1.4 lens. Deconvolution used an enhanced ratio iterative-constrained algorithm ([@bib1]). XY and Z optical displacement between different filter sets was determined experimentally using fluorescent microspheres (Tetraspeck; Invitrogen). Distances between EGFP-LacI signals and the nuclear periphery, defined by nuclear pore staining, were made from signal edges, and measurements were taken from the EGFP-LacI signal closest to the periphery. Corrections for optical displacement, maximum intensity projections of EGFP-LacI signals, γ adjustments, distance and fluorescence intensity measurements, and colocalization analysis of BAC and LacO FISH signals were performed with ImageJ (National Institutes of Health) open-source software. ImageJ software was also used to measure colocalization between BAC and LacO FISH signals through calculation of the Pearson's correlation coefficient (Rr) on single optical sections after subtracting background and outlining the signal area using the masking tool. Figures were prepared using Photoshop and Illustrator software (Adobe).

Online supplemental material
----------------------------

Fig. S1 shows transgene position relative to nuclear periphery. Fig. S2 shows LacO and BAC FISH in ES cells. Fig. S3 shows localization of LacO, vector backbone, and BAC sequences relative to H3K9me3, HP1-α, and HP1-γ marks. Fig. S4 shows H3K27me3 versus LacO distribution in ES cells. Table S1 shows primers for BAC RP11-344L6 FISH probes, and Table S2 shows primers for reverse transcription quantitative PCR. Online supplemental material is available at <http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200912167/DC1>.
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